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about the magazine

_______________________________________________

We conceptualize a “perch” as both a higher vantage point from which
to survey an area and gain a new perspective as well as a place upon
which to rest. Our magazine’s goal is to offer a forum for listening to
many different voices. We also chose the title The Perch because we
are a publication of the Yale Program for Recovery and Community
Health (PRCH) at the Yale School of Medicine, Department of
Psychiatry.
Our section for visual and multimedia art is called The Parachute
Factory, a gesture towards the history of the building where YalePRCH is housed, which was used to manufacture parachutes during
World War II and which currently serves as a gallery space. We hope
our magazine provides a comfortable space for risk-taking in the arts
and self-expression, much like a parachute allows for soft landings,
even amidst the harshest territory.
_______________________________________________

If you are interested in submitting work for an upcoming issue,
please visit our webpage at http://www.yale.edu/prch/ThePerch.html
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FIND THE COLOR
OF SURVIVAL
by

Lauren Camp

You are not managing; quit whining about it. Paint until you are warm;
absolute color is the temperature you tolerate. We all agree to a formal

understanding of what you escape each time you begin. The muscle of your
mind is worn out; paint everything at once, paint until the year dies, until it
begins again. Let days scatter to bruises on the canvas. If you see it, paint
over it. If you paint over it, it will never exist. Paint because you praise
the dribble of paint, the broad brush, the sail of the ship of paint, because
you have sacrificed to the muddy religion of paint. Because you have landed
on your knees for no reason. If you choose to paint, leave the extra pills
in the fridge or you will make your marks in fractions. Paint because your eyes
are conjunctive, and the snow won’t stop, because you cannot stand to paint,
because your exotic heart is awake and the world outside your window
is sky-high white, your personal anatomy of white. Stir words into turpenoid:
Khamenei, Libya, Federal Reserve. All the colors in your mouth,
in your ears: paint them the color of creation. We begrudge you nothing.
Be transparent – then scrape off what you can’t stand to see.
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THE PARADOX OF THE
DOWNWARD SPIRAL by

6

Bibiana Chan

JUST MELANCHOLY
STUFF
by

David Fitzpatrick

I heard Don McLean’s American Pie on the radio yesterday as I wolfed down fifty

glazed Munchkins at Dunkin Donuts in Springfield, Massachusetts. Hearing the
song in its entirety for the first time in years, plus feeling bloated, mixed in with sad
thoughts of an old friend, made me think of Barry and myself attending McLean’s
concert at a Northampton playhouse in 2004. It was right smack in the midst of my
long struggle with depression and self-injury. I was a massive 400 pounds or so, Barry
weighed less, but still, we weren’t the most impressive bunch of guys. Mental illness
and its accompanying pills had ballooned up both up – Barry with schizophrenia and
me with bipolar.
Before the concert, we stopped to eat a fancy, upscale restaurant, with three forks, and
a couple of spoons for each of us. We typically ate at Subway, or gorged on donuts
and pizza in the Springfield area. Customers at the Inn stared as we trooped in and
folded the cloth napkins onto our laps nervously, obsessively. People were watching
us, looking our way, or at least that’s how it seemed to Barry and me.
Later, we ended up in the second to last row of the concert hall, seats not suited for
obese men. I was emotionally constipated and defeated, a sad sack of a fellow out
on a cold December evening. The audience shouted their approval throughout the
performance; McLean was wonderful, his voice, as alluring and true as ever. He began
the show with an obscure song, and then an insult of popular rapper 50 Cent.
“Let’s see that guy actually carry a tune,” he said, and each of us agreed in the crowd,
nodding and clapping. We laughed, snickered, a woman in back of us said, “Amen to
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that shit.” Then McLean sang Vincent and Crossroads and other favorites and I wanted
to cry, or evaporate, maybe hide from the world for a while – but I didn’t want to die.
I say that almost with shame, but that’s where I was. Wasn’t interested in perishing but
didn’t want to exist either. I was too fat to breathe, and I knew the world was flying by
Mr. McLean and everyone else in the concert hall. (It felt like it had blown by Barry
and myself years earlier.)
We were surrounded by aging, wealthy hippies, with the familiar layer of marijuana
in the air. To my eyes, the audience consisted of contented folks that were left with
enough cash to settle in a relaxed, cultured suburb. I imagined that most of the
professional men at the concert hall just wanted to get through their divorces, and
send the kids to Brown or Williams and beyond. They wished to play golf with an
old buddy at the club twelve times a year, and to get laid by the young and fiery artist/
administrative assistant, or the thirty-something Puerto Rican waitress from Hadley,
who grunted like a Wimbledon champ during sex.
I believed the only thing most of the audience wanted was to take a gentle, wistful
ride down memory lane with a girl half their age, and hear the soothing pipes of a
troubadour from their youth. And their night of wonder, fun and ease got ruined by
two rotund, psychotic men in baggy pants and sweats who came and plopped down
in the middle of the peace, tranquility and goodness. In truth, we weren’t psychotic at
the moment, but we sure fit the bill and dressed the part. I felt the eyes from the people
around us. Kind of like, what the hell is the deal with these two?
I felt trapped in my tiny seat and my partially-paranoid inner camera honed right in
on me, watching my massive self trying to melt into the sticky, wooden floor. Barry
had grown up in the area, and so before the concert we’d drive down a number of
Lanes, Courts and Terraces trying to find his boyhood home. After an hour, he realized
it was razed, destroyed years ago, and so we stopped his Chevy Blazer outside of the
replacement, a non-descript yet perfect house. It was the exact address and I felt great
pain for my buddy as he snapped a few photographs.
“Where has my history gone to?” Barry said, and I stared intently at the mailbox and
felt his sadness, my loneliness, the weight of the fast food wrappers and cigarette butts
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in his car, the trash in his apartment, and the smell of old Chinese, beer cans, dirty
laundry, and lingering flatulence that hovered there. I wasn’t any better myself with an
unkempt, malodorous room waiting for me back at a group home in Springfield. I’d
been residing for what seemed like forever there with ill folks who oozed substantial
anguish. The swirling, racing thoughts overtook me and banged against my skull.
Look at your damn life! I lectured myself as we sat in that car staring at my friend’s
boyhood address. Look at your measly life! I told myself again, sitting in the concert
with Don McLean and the hippies, the crunchy peacemakers, the investment gurus,
along with a couple of struggling businesswomen with cheap, uncomfortable shoes
sitting in front of us. Look at your wasted life, David! I screamed in my head as people
rose and gave the singer a standing ovation.
Barry and I weren’t the most perfectly matched friends in the world, but we had an
arrangement of amicability. We both visited each other when we’d go into the hospital
for suicidal ideation (him) and cutting and burning (me). We went to the movies, out
to eat, once we went to a deserted, winter beach and tried to fly a kite, but we gave up
when we had to run to keep it soaring. That type of stuff. Sometimes his buddies came
over his apartment on weekends, and we chatted and joked uncomfortably about the
world before our psychic battles took place. (The four fellows drank beer, ate pizza,
and watched porn and Chainsaw Massacre Part 2, followed by a Disney flick and then
something religious. I was the lone depressive in the group.)
“Dave is the only one who’s ever been properly and repeatedly laid,” Barry said many
times to them, and I felt on stage, always sitting atop his cigarette burnt couch. And
like a ventriloquist I did my gig; I rolled out the fleshy war stories and talked about
taking showers with my summer lover, about scrubbing her body, about the rounded
shape of her curves, her ellipses, and our giggly, in-love feeling and what that was
really, truly absolutely like. And they listened intently and said, “Wow,” so innocently
it was heartbreaking. Heart-crushing, really. Like I was speaking of visiting Pluto or
something, you know?
One time Barry and I drove to his father’s grave in a little village outside Providence
and I watched my buddy place daisies and a six pack of Miller Light at the site and
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kneeled, kind of a wobbly kneel on one leg, and prayed for the repose of his Dad’s
soul. He had told me his father never showed much affection, and that when his
mother had her breakdown right after Barry’s birth, the father left her to return to his
hometown. And that once Barry had his fourth or fifth institutionalization, his father
sent Barry back to live in Rhode Island permanently. Barry’s father worked at a
friend’s auto supply store for years before the fatal stroke hit.
It seemed to me that the pure hurt surrounding Barry’s life was overwhelming, that it
was partially contagious. A sizable portion of his teen years were spent in hospitals and
day treatment facilities, and then he headed home and listened to his mother rant about
messages from the implanted FM receiver in her left fibula. Jesus, I felt the thick,
suffocating inertia and angst that hovered around both of us when we got together. It
was as if someone wiped their hand across a dusty window in an old house and found
the evidence, the residue. That sensation, like volcanic ash, was thick and inescapable.
It hung on and stuck to our clammy skin.
After Barry said his prayers, we left the cemetery and came to his father’s house a few
miles away. Barry had a key, and so we walked through the mildewed ranch with the
fading, pea-green wallpaper, and the multiple strips of flypaper dangling like tacky,
cheap lanterns. An old buddy of his dad was the caretaker. He’d received a call that
some suspicious dudes in a green Chevy Blazer were trespassing. Barry and I had
headed into the attic and found old love letters and Playboys from the early 1970’s,
and flipped through them. We laughed quietly, sadly, shook our heads trying to figure
out how time can zip past with wars, divorces, recessions, twisters, breakdowns,
and deaths, and yet a simple little attic space outside Providence, Rhode Island sits
unmoving, petrified forever. A museum of lost love and tame pornography.
The singular feeling in the attic was fungus-like, diseased, and so amazingly still. A
little later, the caretaker pulled into the driveway in his Mercury Grand Marquis, not
sure what to say to the two enormous men in front of him, who by then were reading
Playboy on the hood of an SUV.
That evening we stayed at a Marriot in the next town over and watched television,
went out and saw half a movie, walked through a crappy mall, and studied untouchable
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young beauties at a Thai restaurant. We took our meds like we knew we should and
slept like the dead. In the morning, we pigged out at another donut shop on glazed
crullers, then went to Boston’s Faneuil Hall and purchased ice cream, lots of fudge and
a Red Sox coffee mug.
An abrasive lady with a plum beret and spectacles outside one of the shops wanted to
read my palm and I laughed at her; I thought, Oh, you silly fool, you don’t get a peek at
my hand, this cursed, hairy, fat and scarred hand. Twenty-five years ago another palm
reader had looked at my soul and balked, she bailed and said no thank you, sir, I don’t
want to get near your life. Somehow, in my irrational mind, I’d always blamed her for
the havoc and entropy that followed. So I glared at the lady and hissed evil, murderous
thoughts. Back away, darling, I thought, before I kick you in the teeth and chew you to
pieces, and leave you scattered for the pigeons on the Boston Common. That’s what I
intended to say, at least, but she pulled back and let me pass before I spoke.
And so, the two of us had a few Sam Adams, watched people watch us watching
people, and then shuffled back to Barry’s Chevy Blazer in the parking lot, and headed
home. The music on the trip back was a playlist that went from Bruce to Ozzy to Bee
Gees to John Denver to Dire Straits to James Taylor to The Smiths to Metallica. A real
schizoid mix – I think we called it The Insane Tapes. Then we finished up by listening
to Don McLean’s CD and each of us said, in one way or another, “Man, that concert
was one great time, don’t you think?”
Yesterday, as I pulled out of the local Dunkin Donuts, after I felt so sad, and bloated
from bingeing, I thought back to that whole decade and it chilled me like the memory
of an excised spirit. In those days, I sliced, diced, burned, struggled, kicked, cried and
then slowly crawled away from the mess of my life. Closed the door on Barry and his
peers, on the group home, on that dusty proof that gnawed at my skin.
I tell myself now there’s no way I’ll ever return to that frame of mind, to that state.
I’m a different person, no longer sick, more confident and steady. But with a binge of
donuts and classic song played at just the precise moment, I traveled there for maybe
ninety seconds, maybe five minutes and just…felt. I felt it, you know? I smelled the
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wafting pot in the audience at the concert, the cramped seating, the gooey floor and
I was back. Uncomfortable, haunted, and paranoid. Shaking even. Moments of rich
memories like that are necessary and great for real writing, my teachers have always
told me. Great for essential and honest prose, but it’s so melancholy for the heart.
Melancholy for the tear ducts and throughout the body.
Just melancholy stuff.

coyotes spotlight by
12

Ellen E. McCord

AWAKE IN
THE DARK
by

SAS

Dunn

When the day has finished,
the little lies told;
the darkness and stars
pour down out of the sky
and fear gathers in the corners.
If you seek courage,
where would you look?
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by
Early Voices

Claire Bien

In the beginning, the symptoms of my illness were quite simple: I heard voices.
Sometimes the voices were those of people I know and love, and sometimes they
were strangers’ voices. Usually the voices were friendly and helpful, and sometimes
inexplicably knowing. Occasionally they were curious: “What is she doing now?” they
might ask. Although I did not hear them when I was growing up, I was familiar with
the friendly voices. The one I love best is akin to instinct, to the quiet “little voice”
that sometimes tells me what my heart already knows. During the spring and summer
of 1983, the voices began manifesting themselves in a more intrusive, auditory,
seemingly external manner. But because I usually heard them only when other people
were around, I did not know they were within me. And because most of the time they
simply made observations about the real, and relatively ordinary things happening in
my world, I did not mistrust them. But then they started getting things wrong. When
they turned cruel and malicious, I got scared.
The voices got worse after my husband, Bill, accepted a job as an editor at American
Scientist magazine and we moved from Princeton, New Jersey, to New Haven,
Connecticut. We found a lovely apartment in the Orange Street neighborhood near
Yale and moved in at the end of July. I was to settle in and start looking for a job while
Bill returned to Princeton for two weeks to complete the remainder of his “notice”
period at Princeton University Press.
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During those first weeks in New Haven, while Bill was finishing up in Princeton, I
painted, wallpapered, and looked at help wanted ads. Our second-floor apartment on
Orange Street was directly above a little variety store, and all day long people in the
neighborhood went in and out to buy cigarettes, or coffee, or simply to chat with the
owners. The two-story brick building, built in the 1930s, didn’t have much insulation,
for I could always hear a low grumble of voices coming from below, punctuated on
occasion by a louder voice that could have been in the next room rather than the floor
below. From the very beginning it seemed that people stopping in the store were
unduly curious about me, and every once in a while I would hear a voice say quite
distinctly, “I don’t know, but she sure can paint.”
I sure could. I was very busily painting the apartment: every room landlord white
except the kitchen, which I painted chrome yellow with an ultramarine blue stovepipe.
I assumed the observation about my painting was a response to the question, “What
does she do?” Other than paint, who knew? At the time it seemed entirely plausible
that people in the neighborhood might occasionally wonder about me, a beautiful
young woman living above the store, home alone all day, doing God knows what.
But when the voices began focusing their interest on me alone, I began to worry. I
was rational enough to know that I am not sufficiently interesting to be the subject of
lengthy conversations by strangers.
In September, although the voices were becoming increasingly intrusive, they were
more annoying than scary and I coped pretty well. By early October, I had cobbled
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together a few odd jobs, including freelance writing and copy editing for the New
Haven Advocate, and freelance photography at the New Haven Register.
I also registered to be a substitute teacher. I was delighted by my first assignment:
a split first- and second-grade class at a suburban school where the children were
bright, well-behaved, and adorable. I found the open classroom setting challenging,
however. Three different classes occupied an enormous room equipped with floor to
ceiling dividers. Dividers open, the space was filled with a cacophony of adult and
children’s voices, laughter, and the occasional squeal of chalk on blackboard, which was
periodically interrupted by announcements over the PA system. Closing the dividers
muted everything except the public addresses. The open classroom setting and the
many voices contributed to my paranoia.
My allergies were very bad that fall, and by mid-morning I had to take an
antihistamine. While the students were doing some math problems, I reached into my
purse and popped the pill into my mouth. As soon as I swallowed, a voice said, “I
wonder what she’s taking. She shouldn’t be taking pills in front of the children.”
“It’s just a Benadryl,” I thought, and wondered who had seen and was judging me.
By lunchtime I had developed a headache. Because I had been observed and criticized
for popping the antihistamine, I got my purse, retreated to the bathroom, and took a
Tylenol.
When I emerged, a woman’s voice said, “She must be a drug addict.”
“I can’t believe they’re letting people like her teach children,” another added.
“This is totally unfair,” I thought. Because there were a lot of adults around, I thought
the voices and their judgments must have a real-life context and was dismayed: I so
wanted the other teachers and the students to think well of me.
One October afternoon I was sitting in the sunny alcove of our Orange Street
apartment trying to write. It was a warm day, so the windows were open and I could
hear all the noises of the street. I enjoyed them—they made me feel a part of New
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Haven, a little less alone. Around 3:00 I heard the laughing voices of children in the
neighborhood. Bill and I had been talking about starting a family, so I stopped my
work, listened, and fantasized about our future. As soon as the distant, unknown
voices became aware of me they turned malevolent, accusing me of being an alcoholic,
a madwoman.
“She sits inside and stares at the wall all day,” the voices said. “She’s crazy.”
“So unfair,” I thought, for I was hard at work on an article about North Haven artist
Nancy Sonnenfeld for the New Haven Advocate. I was staring at the wall, but I was
staring because I was projecting slides of Mrs. Sonnenfeld’s portraits of irises onto the
wall and recording my intellectual and emotional response to those pale, ghostlike,
and disturbingly beautiful images. Delight in the neighborhood vanished. Scared and
unhappy, I shut the window, turned the fan on, and went back to my writing.
The voices got really mean just before Halloween. That weekend I drove to Carlisle,
Massachusetts, where my mother and eldest sister, Elaine, and her family lived.
My middle sister, Daphne, was attending a conference at Wang, in Lowell, and her
presence in New England created a wonderful opportunity for all the Bien women to
get together.
At the beginning of my drive to Carlisle, everything was quiet. Then gradually I started
hearing chatter in the background, which could have just been static on the radio
because I couldn’t distinguish the words. I turned the radio off and on several times
to test whether the voices were coming from it or from some other source. Finally I
turned the radio off and kept it off. But my feelings of distress increased.
When I pulled off at the rest stop on I-91, I saw a tan minivan with black curtains over
the windows. The doors to the van were open, so I could see that the interior was also
black and there was a double mattress where the seats should have been. Something
about the way the van was decorated stirred my imagination. The black curtains,
mattress, dark bedding, and tiger-striped pillows suggested illicit dalliances. I wanted
to go up to it and peer in, but didn’t, stayed by a combination of propriety and fear.
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Brothers by

Noelle Tweedie
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When I came out of the bathroom, I took another look at the van.
“It’s for you, Claire,” a voice said.
I shook off the wave of panic that swept over me, climbed back into the car, and drove
on. But something about the van kept calling to me. And we kept passing each other
on the highway.
I lost the van somewhere before the I-495 exit, which I took to go to Carlisle. When I
arrived, Elaine asked about the drive up.
“It was okay,” I said, and considered whether I should tell her about being followed. At
least one voice suggested it was a good idea.
I began carefully, “I think I was followed from New Haven almost to the I-495 exit. It
was a tan van with black interior.”
Elaine held my gaze as I spoke, looking distressed.
I paused a moment and then, wanting to assure Elaine that I thought she and her
family were safe added, “I don’t think it followed me here.”
There was a long pause. I wondered whether Elaine would tell me I was imagining things.
But she said nothing to indicate she did not believe my fears to be grounded in reality.
I returned to New Haven Sunday evening, before dinner. On Monday, Halloween day,
I was sitting at my desk in the living room taking an editing and proofreading test. As
I was finishing the test, a friendly little voice said, “You missed something, Claire, two
paragraphs up, in the middle of the paragraph.” I looked and saw, sure enough, that I
had missed something. I made the correction and then got very worried.
Certain there was “a reader over my shoulder,” I began to look around our apartment
for hidden cameras, something that would enable an observer to see what I was doing.
Infrared cameras! I saw nothing but the light bulbs in the wall sconces. Perhaps they
held miniature, infrared cameras! With firm resolve, I proceeded to take every bulb out
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of its socket and put it into a paper bag. Then I took a rolling pin and hammered the
bag, smashing the bulbs into smithereens.
When Bill got home that night, I rushed up to him and said, “We need to call the
police! I’m being spied on!”
Bill looked at me with concern and disbelief, “Why do you think that?”
I told him about the reader over my shoulder and said, “I thought there might be
cameras hidden in the light bulbs, so I broke them.” I took the bag off the dining table
and showed him the smashed bulbs.
“Did you look for cameras?” he asked gently.
“No. I was pretty upset and was afraid I would cut myself on the glass.”
He took the bag and put it back on the dining table. Then he said very slowly, “Okay.
We can call the police. But maybe we should call Elaine first, to find out what we
should say.”
I agreed and made the call. Elaine answered the phone, her husband, Peng-Siu, got on
the other line, and I spilled out my fears. When I’d finished, Elaine said very carefully,
“Peng-Siu and I discussed what you said last Friday. We don’t think you were followed.
We think you’re imagining it.”
“But. . . .” I stopped myself.
After a considerable pause, my brother-in-law said, “Claire, we don’t think you should
call the police. We think you need to see a psychiatrist as soon as possible.”
Reluctantly, I agreed. Bill called the Yale Health Plan and we were given an
appointment that evening. When we got to the Yale Health Plan, a young woman
psychiatrist listened to my story and then asked if I were suicidal. Although I said I
was not, she insisted that I be admitted to a psychiatric hospital for observation. She
feared that because I was hearing voices, I might hurt myself. Though I insisted that I
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was not suicidal, she was unpersuaded and gave me two options: I could go willingly,
or she would have me committed. I had no choice but to agree. The psychiatrist made
many calls and finally found a bed at Pineywoods, a private psychiatric hospital about
twenty-five miles from New Haven. I was to be admitted that night.
Odd that a friendly, helpful little voice should have sent me to the hospital.
Pineywoods was not helpful. For the first three nights I slept on a sofa bed in the living
room with half a dozen other people, both men and women. Privacy in that room was
not a consideration—I was grateful I had my own sofa. The “therapeutic” rationale
behind this bizarre set-up was that certain new patients, including those who were
deemed suicidal, needed to be kept under observation. The unfortunate result of this
attempt to keep me safe was that by the time I was able to move to a private room, I
was thoroughly sleep-deprived and in a state of full-blown paranoia. Not only did I
think people were spying on me, but I was also convinced that they wished to poison
me, to take over my mind, to make me do things that were against my nature and
upbringing. At one point during the first three days I felt waves of dizziness after
drinking some water from a glass. Convinced that the water was drugged, I asked an
aide to take a sip to see if he, too, were affected. The aide refused to be my taster,
which refusal seemed to me further proof that the water was poisoned.
My first day, I met Stephen, a handsome Yale medical student who was moonlighting
at Pineywoods. Stephen had chocolate brown skin, was nearly six feet tall, athletically
built but without bulk, very intelligent, very well spoken, and entirely sympathetic.
Stephen listened to my tale of woe. After a while he said gently that I would be fine,
that my ability to articulate what I was experiencing and to explore the rationality of
my thinking was a good sign that I would recover. He was so kind and reassuring that
I immediately felt better.
That night, because I was in the living room, I took a Benadryl to help me sleep. I
woke up in the middle of the night unbelievably thirsty and also wanted to go to the
bathroom. As soon as I sat up, Stephen came over to ask what I needed. I told him I
needed to go to the bathroom, stood up quickly, smiled into his handsome, dark face,
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and fainted. It was the first and only time in my entire life that I have fainted. When
I woke up, I was back in bed, my left hand, palm up, on Stephen’s knee, his fingers at
my wrist. Another aide was standing nearby.
“You fainted,” Stephen said in response to my quizzical look.
“I’m so sorry. I’ve never done that before.”
After checking my pulse, Stephen took my blood pressure to be certain I was all right,
and then found someone to escort me to the bathroom.
When I returned I said again, “It’s so strange. I’ve never fainted before. Why do you
think that happened?”
Stephen responded, “You took a Benadryl to help you sleep. It probably reduced your
blood pressure so that when you stood up suddenly, your blood pressure wasn’t able to
keep up with the sudden elevation of your head over your heart, so you fainted.”
I nodded, wanting to believe him, but I didn’t. What I really believed was that I had
awakened at a bad time and that someone—Stephen—had used a Spock-like technique
to make me lose consciousness so I wouldn’t see what was going on. And I became very
sad. Wonderful, doctor-in-training Stephen, whom I had liked and trusted, turned out
to be one of my enemies.
My diagnosis at Pineywoods was “major depression.” Because I wasn’t convinced that
I was psychiatrically ill, I refused to take medication. And because I had admitted
myself, the doctors couldn’t force me to take it. So I continued to hear voices. And
their vindictiveness escalated. In addition to accusing me of being crazy and an
alcoholic, they began criticizing all my activities.
I love to sing, and frequently break spontaneously into song, especially when I’m
alone. At Pineywoods, after I left the living room, I often wandered the hallways
singing softly to myself. If in my enthusiasm my voice rose above a melodic whisper,
I would hear sardonic voices say, “Croaks like a frog when she sings.” Which stopped
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me. Until I got mad at the injustice of it all and began singing again, just above a
whisper, as beautifully as I could. When I stood up mentally and emotionally to those
mean voices, a kind voice related to, or perhaps precisely, the voice that had alerted me
to the oversight on my editing test said, “Good girl.”
While I refused to take medication, I did go to all the therapy sessions. I love therapy,
especially individual therapy, because there I can examine my deepest feelings and
greatest fears at length, and repeatedly if necessary. I’ve always examined my feelings
and motivations rather ruthlessly, peeling back layer after layer until I discovered the
absolute truth, at least from my perspective. Therapy has helped me feel less alone, and
I believe to become fairer, and more reasonable.
Therapy at Pineywoods was problematic, however. Because I didn’t feel safe, I was
neither open nor fully cooperative. And since I wasn’t ready to admit that I was truly
ill, submit to the wisdom of the psychiatric staff, and begin trying to discover what
was wrong, it was a waste of time. I signed out against medical advice after my selfcommitment period was over, on Veteran’s Day or, as I chose to call it, Armistice Day.
I rationalized my decision by telling myself that Pineywoods was not really helping:
I was more fearful after eleven days in the hospital than I had been when I entered. I
thought I would do better outside. So I left.
I knew within days of returning to New Haven that I needed to go back to the
hospital. I was despondent, and my paranoia was growing. Frequently during
breakfast I’d feel dizzy as I dipped my spoon into the cereal bowl. Suspecting the milk
of being poisoned, I would throw the cereal down the toilet. Then I would go to the
refrigerator, remove the carton, and pour the milk down the drain. Finally I’d go to
the market and buy a fresh carton. I kept switching markets to find a safe carton. But
no matter where I bought it, when I put the first spoonful of milk and cereal into my
mouth, I would grow dizzy. A lot of perfectly good milk went down the drain during
those weeks.
I called the Yale Health Plan, spoke with the doctor who had sent me to Pineywoods,
and told her I wanted to wait for a psychiatric bed at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
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When I finally got to Yale-New Haven in early December 1983, I was ready to do
whatever the doctors told me. I was exhausted, terrified, and covered with bruises.
The bruises were caused by the welts raised when, alone in the apartment while Bill
was at work, I would listen to the demonic voices whose horrific suggestions filled me
with terror. The voices never suggested that I should hurt myself or others. My terror
was derived solely from their suggestion that I was—or might become—someone or
something that I am not.
Often when I came out of those periods, I would feel an itchy spot on my thigh or
upper arm. As I rubbed the spot, a lump or welt would rise under my fingers. The
first few times it happened, I thought little of it. Then I noticed I was bruising a lot.
Thereafter, following a bout of spaciness, I would expose the bare skin and literally
watch a welt rise, and then subside to form a bruise. My arms and thighs were so
covered with bruises when I went to Yale-New Haven that one nurse asked if I had
been in restraints. Later I would wonder whether the internal (psychic, chemical)
sources of those welts and bruises were akin to the sources of stigmata. They almost
seemed to be allergic reactions to something toxic within my system. As if the bruises
were an external manifestation of the internal abuse I was heaping upon myself.
During the first ten days at Yale-New Haven I was the focus of a great deal of attention.
For one who loves therapy, it was quite heady. I was given a battery of tests including
the WAIS, the Rorschach, and the MMPI. The doctors also did a CAT scan of my
brain to establish or disprove the possibility of schizophrenia. They could find nothing
wrong with my brain, but the verbal self-report was damning: I heard voices.
I was diagnosed with schizophreniform disorder and placed on Haldol. On Haldol,
everything was difficult. Just getting up in the morning took extraordinary effort. I’ve
always been an early riser, unable to stay in bed past 6:30 or 7:00. But on Haldol, when
the 7:00 wake-up call came, I would yearn to stay prone. Each morning, I would spend
a good five to ten minutes cajoling myself to move, sit up, swing my legs over the
side of the bed, stand, and ever so slowly trudge to the shower. Once bathed, dressed,
and breakfasted, I would have to find ways to spend my day reasonably productively.
This was immensely difficult because I felt like a robot. I was acutely aware of my
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torso, which was a dead weight, but my arms and legs no longer felt a part of me, and
seemed instead to be oddly stuck-on appendages that my brain was able to command
to locomotion only through tremendous effort. As the doctors had desired, my
mind was stilled by the drug. But because it was stilled, my brain perceived things
differently. Everything I had known and come to trust about my body was gone. My
body—that body—was now foreign territory. I felt awkward all my waking hours
because I couldn’t lie down during the day. I don’t remember whether this was because
the rules denied me naps, or whether I denied myself so I would not seem entirely
pathetic. I hated Haldol.
And yet, my brain was functioning better. No longer subject to unknown terrors, I was
able to focus on the real world: life on MU 10-9, my fellow patients. I have far more
memory of my life during those last six weeks than I have of my life during the first
ten days.
The second week in February I was home. And depressed. I continued to feel wooden
and out of sorts. I could feel no pleasure, could not engage or indulge in laughter. My
principal emotion was a deep, though muted sorrow. I had lost vast and essential parts
of myself: creativity, focus, fluidity, silliness, ambition. On Haldol I could find no joy
in anything. It might have been there, but on Haldol I couldn’t find it. I felt like a piece
of heavy rubber with a heart and soul of wood that was going through the motions
of being human. Just getting through each day without succumbing to despair was a
struggle.
Over time, things got better. While I was still in the hospital I had met with Ann Weiss,
a social worker, to talk about next steps. A job was vitally important: being out of the
house and contributing to our income would help lift the depression. Immediately
on leaving Yale-New Haven Hospital, I applied to Yale Temps. My first assignment
was doing research for a Yale sociology professor. Then I went to the publications
office at the Yale School of Management and was subsequently hired as an editorial
assistant. Bill and I became a part of the circle of assistant editors and design staff at
American Scientist magazine. They were incredibly kind, supportive, and forgiving of
my hospitalization. And they embraced Bill and me as friends. And then in September
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1984, the managing editor in the publications office left and I was promoted to her
position. By the summer of 1985, we had saved enough money to take a month-long
grand tour of Europe.
But all of this success took time, tremendous effort on my part, and wonderful
support from Bill, our families, friends, and the New Haven community.
When I was discharged from Yale-New Haven, I was taking six milligrams of Haldol
a day. I left the hospital armed with one day’s worth of medication, a prescription, and
the name of a psychiatrist. As soon as I got home, I filled the prescription and called
the psychiatrist to make an appointment. I found that I liked Dr. Weiss, and he seemed
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to like and trust me. When I asked after a few weeks if I could reduce the dosage of
Haldol, he suggested that I wait awhile. But as winter turned to spring, I did reduce
the dosage to five, to four, to two milligrams. By late spring, I pleaded poverty—and
relative health—and asked if I might see Dr. Weiss only on an “as-needed” basis. He
agreed and we parted. I called him one more time for another prescription.
Two milligrams of Haldol was supposed to be my maintenance dose. But I continued
to feel stiff and awkward. So on my own I went to one milligram a day, and then half
a milligram in the morning only, and then off entirely. But I kept the medicine, and
throughout the summer of 1984, whenever I felt a bit odd, I’d take half a milligram
once or twice a day until I felt better. Then I’d stop and wait to see if anything
happened. If I continued to feel fine, I’d put the bottle away.
At some point I switched from Haldol to Benadryl. I had run out of Haldol and needed
a new bottle, which was very expensive, and which also entailed getting in touch
with Dr. Weiss. Benadryl had recently become an over-the-counter medication and
it occurred to me that I might try substituting it for Haldol. It seemed a good idea:
I had been given a shot of Benadryl at Yale-New Haven Hospital to calm me when
a slight overdose of Haldol had caused my eyes to roll back in my head. I reasoned
that I was simply substituting one desirable medication prescribed by my doctors, whom
I trusted, for another. Miraculously, it worked. This was possibly due to the placebo
effect. It might also have been due to the fact that Benadryl, like all antihistamines, has
mild sedative effects. Thorazine, greatly used in the 1950s and 1960s to still the worst
symptoms of psychosis, was first developed as an antihistamine. It was quite by accident
that physicians discovered its sedating effects on people in the throes of psychosis.
I’m inordinately grateful for whatever it was that inspired me to substitute Benadryl
for Haldol. Apart from a bit of drowsiness, to which I quickly acclimated, it had for me
no truly negative side effects. And for some reason, it worked. And I was off Haldol.
In 1985, many of our friends were starting to have children, so after Bill and I returned
from our European tour we decided to try again to start a family. I had an almost perfect
pregnancy, and our son was born in 1986. In 1987, I left Yale to become Director of
Public Relations at the Jewish Home for the Aged and then got a “plum” marketing and
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communications job in downtown New Haven. My career seemed to be on an upward
trajectory. I continued to do well until April 1989, when I again sank into psychosis.
That time I did not go into the hospital, but I did again place myself under the care of
a psychiatrist and again took medication for a time—first Haldol and then lithium. By
1992, the voices were again under control.
After I came out of that second breakdown, I joined a faith community, began singing
in the choir, and taught Sunday school. My son began taking lessons at Neighborhood
Music School in New Haven and during his high school years I immersed myself in
activities to support the school, becoming the musical equivalent of a soccer mom. I also
began participating in social justice activities at my church. As I became truly a part of
each of those communities, I grew ever stronger, finding through affiliation and service,
friendship, joy . . . and ultimately myself. I have come to understand and believe that
what I asserted, almost desperately, to be true about myself when I was in the throes of
madness is true. And thus with each succeeding cycle of illness, I have been able to look
at illusion, menace, and grandiosity with a calmer mind, to consider their terror and their
attractions, and to turn away again—back to my real life.
For the past eleven years I have worked as a writer/grant writer for nonprofit human
services agencies whose clients include homeless, mentally ill adults. I began telling my
story in 2009, soon after becoming affiliated with the Elm City (New Haven) affiliate
of the National Alliance on Mental Illness. As I began “giving voice,” people were
astonished. Then they thanked me. Their response persuaded me that breaking my
silence of more than twenty years and dealing with the inevitable stigma will help others.
Keeping the demons at bay requires considerable vigilance. And it requires a willingness
to seek professional help whenever necessary. Indeed, it requires an affirmation of the
value of psychotherapy, of medicine, of a loving community of family and friends, and a
desire to stop dwelling on what is within but rather to look to the world, and find a way
to be of use. Finding balance continues to be a struggle.
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THREE DAY HOLD
by

Ellen E. McCord

The poor psychologists, they’re doing a good job. They really are.
There are times when psychotherapy is a tremendous help, because
when you’re on the verge of going insane, raving mad, you’re about
to become either a psychotic or a mystic. That’s what the mystic is, the
opposite of the lunatic. Do you know one sign that you’ve woken up? It’s
when you are asking yourself, “Am I crazy or are all of them crazy?” *
						
-Anthony DeMello, S.J.
She bathed in the circles, mbira music, candlelight casting circles, the oval bathtub,
her belly, her breasts, three islands in the water. The water cooled as the plinking
music and African language circled. She released some tepid water down the drain,
released her own water with it and refilled the tub. It was well past midnight. Her
mind wandered the house. She pulled herself back to the bath, to the candlelight, to

_*_

the chants and mbira. She couldn’t stop wandering in circles.

Alice’s feet slapped the earth hard as she headed out. Only one lamp called to her back,
burning low through the window of the house. A sliver of a moon played peek-aboo from behind the pines as she left time behind, maybe place, and headed into a
new creation. The circles brought her here. She was bound to explore it. Intrepid,
she became the Fool of that Tarot deck she’d been working into the story. She had
* From Awakenings by Anthony DeMello, S.J.
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been drawing the cards, not from the deck but with a pencil along her outline of a
hollow fish skeleton, the story’s backbone. She had pushed herself into the Tarot’s
underworld, the best metaphor to organize the events she wanted to capture,
events from the darkness of her mother’s mental illness. She resisted remembering.
Remembering was her doorway. She pulled the string in the tangled yarn toward her
own unraveling.
The Fool stepped out of the house and into the dark troubled by the card she had tried
to draw three times, the Death card. She could render the helmet, the horse, the armor
and flag, but the skeleton face eluded her. The flat eraser rolled up gray shavings like
dead skin each time she started over. The first of the hero’s tasks in the underworld,
the sublimation of ego, would not come so easily.
The pavement turned to earth under her feet. Alice strode into the deep woods, the
darkness of night turning darker. She heard a creek, voices singing in the tinkling and
tumbling of water and guessed her time in the circles had landed her in Paradise. Her
heart beat harder, timpani overtaking the percussion section in her private symphony.
Alice noticed the moon was lost, no longer visible among the trees. The trees hung
over her from the canyon walls framing windows of stars. The shadows engulfed her.
River sage and cedar pitch and the rumbling water soothed her.
The road and water met at a cement platform for crossing. She paused to watch the
creek flowing under her feet and remembered the Temperance card, the balance,
pouring from one cup to the other. She was ahead of herself. Temperance comes after
Death, but the angel was with her nonetheless.
A council of trucks conspired near the bridge. Trucks with flatbeds and big cabs circled
like wagons illumined by the porch light of a cabin nearby. One truck’s hood popped
forward, tipping a cap in welcome. A shingled dwelling squatted in the clutter of a
well-used yard and through a sliding glass door, a light. Under twisting oaks, a picnic
table invited her to sit. Alice glanced down at the bare earth where someone had raked
leaves to form a witch in the dust.
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The creek voices called to her like the circles of the mbira. She felt lost, out of time
and place. Maybe it was 1930 or she had landed on another continent. Where am I?
How’d I get here?
She approached the cabin, certain there was a reason, some purpose for arriving at this
particular place. She peered through the sliding glass door where two golden dogs lay
on a ragged carpet. A reading lamp threw a funnel of light at a desktop exploding with
paper. She knocked. The dogs barked and barked and barked.
A woman with hair smashed to the side and a sleepy face came to the door. Alice
composed herself and called upon the consciousness that remembered talking to
humans.
The woman answered the door. “What’s wrong?”
“Oh, I’m so sorry to bother you. I’m your neighbor, couldn’t sleep. I went for a walk
and seem to be disoriented. Where am I?”
“You’re in Rock Wren Ravine.”
“Oh…oh…forgive me for waking you.”
“You walkin’ without a flashlight?”
“Yeah, um, I like to walk at night.”
“You’re crazy, girl.”

_*_

The home Alice left in such haste waited, a window’s glow recalling her as she climbed
over the crest of the hill. It looked peaceful there. Inside, she clutched the back of
her couch and stared through the glass into the forest as day broke over the pines on
the other side of the canyon. The dark mystery had overtaken her and settled in. She
believed this new day would be the last day. Some part of the world she knew was
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ending. Her heartbeat hit rapid staccatos. She snatched short breaths. Panicked. She
must be failing the hero’s tests. Perhaps she needed to return to the underworld.
The day passed in a swirl of confused thoughts and uncertain plans. Alice listened to
the radio flea market, people buying and selling. Fence wire, solar panels. Someone
wanted a TV that still worked. Armageddon, she thought. Neither eating nor
drinking, she stared at the fish skeleton, again. Her mother’s story. Trying to tell her
mother’s story, she had stepped through the smoky mirror of initiation. The Tower
card, her mother’s suicide. That was the turning point. But Death came before the
Tower. What were the events in her childhood story, her mother’s influence that
sublimated her ego? Symbiosis, a therapist had said once. Stuck in symbiosis. How
can you sublimate an ego that a mother’s mental illness thwarted? Alice struggled to

_*_

remember the scene. Futile, she thought.

Afternoon ignited her restlessness and she climbed in her truck, driving into a valley
blanketed by smoke. A fire burned somewhere and the dingy gray air affirmed the
descending apocalypse. She kept driving. There was a park where they kept dolphins.
Alice had talked with them before, many years ago. They were her old friends. She
wanted to see them again. When she arrived at the park, the gates were closed and
two broken people slumped on a bench near the entrance. She climbed back in her
truck to navigate this different world, one with traffic and busses, people who avoided
looking in each other’s faces.
As the sun set, she pulled her truck to a curb painted red, parked it and climbed on the
first bus that stopped. The hero couldn’t be hampered by a truck in the underworld.
A shriveled hunching woman skittered into the bus, sat in front of Alice, twitched and

_*_

jerked and scanned from side to side. The bus stopped and the woman skittered out.
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The sky in this world had few stars. Finding her way to the harbor, Alice walked along
a cement and metal rail where fishermen dangled lines into black water. Each of the
poles had a brass bell on the end and the men stared down, hopeful. She stopped
near someone who was much shorter than she was. Wrinkles surrounded his almond
shaped eyes; a sweatshirt hood framed his face. “Who taught you to fish?” she
asked. He looked away. Surmising he found the question intrusive, she smiled. “My
grandmother taught me to fish.”
Alice walked on and a tinkling bell down the dock caught her attention. A man reeled
frantically only to land a tiny perch on the cement. The baby flipped and curled and
flopped. These anglers must be the fishers of souls, pulling the dying away from the
burning fires of the apocalypse into the underworld.
A family with young children and two women sat on a bench while the men stood at
the rail waiting for their bells to ring. Alice greeted the family on the bench. A four year
old boy carrying a bag of Cheerios translated the conversation. His six-year-old brother
or cousin bounded over to the bench, eager to help. Alice thought of her nephews and
called the four-year-old “Mijo.” While one of the women conferred with one of the men
in Spanish, the children laughed and played with each other on the harbor. Thinking
she was lost, Alice considered calling someone or making a plan. She needed to be going
somewhere. The woman said “Come with us.” Settling into the back of a minivan, Alice
calmed herself among tousled blankets and the odors of a fermenting orange and of
children coming indoors after playing hard. Familiarity and comfort brought tears. The
man and woman spoke Spanish to each other as they drove. Only understanding some
of the words, Alice didn’t struggle to figure out what they were saying. After parking
next to a silver canteen truck that said “Tacos” “Burritos” “Tamales” on hand-painted
signs, the couple and Alice walked to the ordering window.
“What do you want to eat?” the man asked. Alice ordered a burrito and coke. She pulled
a five-dollar bill out of her pocket. The woman waved her hand at Alice, no, no, she said
as if angry. They paid for her meal and drove her back to the harbor.
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Alice ate half of her burrito and wrapped the rest in the paper bag for later. While she
sipped soda, the children played made up games with buttons and string and told her
children’s jokes. This family’s simple kindness touched Alice in an uncertain place, one
she had masked with fear. Maybe it was Death coming back, the mother and children
at the feet of the horse upon which the armored skeleton rode. She started to cry, so

_*_

she thanked them and got up. She had to go.

Walking. Alice kept walking. Short posts with dome lights lit the path along the
harbor. As she approached some of them, they’d go out. Maybe it was a game in her
underworld adventure, like a board game where you have to wait your turn. When
a light went off, she put her hand on the globe and waited, feeling its warmth in her
palm. When the globe under her palm snapped back on, again, she’d continue on her
way. Maybe she was lighting the globes and that was why she was there. She walked
past docks and sailboats. A man with a dog on a leash approached her and she greeted
him. He nodded at her, then turned toward the dock and unlocked a high mesh gate
with barbed wire at the top. The sign said “Boat Owners Only.” BOO, she laughed.
Alice approached a low building encased by shrubs and benches. She squinted into the
restaurant’s window. A light hidden by a hallway burned from somewhere inside. No
one was there.
A skinny man with a white beard rode a bicycle around the corner of the building. He
wore a blue helmet. He looked at Alice and said, “I’m Jesus Christ.”
“Nice to meet you.”
He asked her, “What do you want?”
“I just want to be a regular schmo.”
He rode away.
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Walking on, Alice noticed a cement wall with relief-sculptured blocks that faced the
ocean. In one frame, a ship sailed in a bay. In another frame, a horse reared on his
hind legs. She ran her hand over the horse’s muzzle remembering the feel and smell
of wet clay as she formed three-dimensional sketches of the pictures in her mind. She
wanted to sculpt again. Maybe she’d better go find Jesus Christ on his bicycle and
make a different request.

_*_

Alice climbed on a city bus. Teenagers scattered among the empty seats called in
nonsense language to each other. They might have been having fun, but she was
frightened of them and wouldn’t look back to see what they were doing. Her heart
beat hard, again. In her ears. In her throat. She pulled the cord. A buzzer sounded.
She ran to the front and jumped off the bus.
Walking into a neighborhood bar, Alice smelled rancid booze and remembered she was
an alcoholic. She ordered a 7up from a busty redhead and asked for change to make
a phone call. Alice couldn’t find a telephone or get into the bathroom, so she sucked
down the 7-up and left. A man shouted, “Leaving so soon?”
She didn’t look back.

_*_

Union 76’s orange ball announced a gas station across the street and two blocks down.
Alice sipped shallow breaths. Her ears felt pinched--pulled into her head from a
tightening screw. Who should she call? What should she do? As she strode by the gas
pumps, the station’s lights went off. It’s like the domes on the harbor. This time, she
didn’t know how to play the game. Someone must be watching her, messing with her.
She stepped into the telephone booth. Her fingers’ memory punched out a number.
An electronic woman said, “Seventy-five cents please. That will be seventy-five cents
for the first three minutes.”
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She dug in one pocket, then the other. “Please deposit seventy-five cents for the first
three minutes.” Alice felt hurried. Her heart pounded in her throat. May be electronic

_*_

women were impatient because they didn’t keep change in their pockets.

Her adopted brother’s familiar voice: Where are you? Stay right there.
She hung up and looked around her. She couldn’t stay there. It was dark. An
occasional car whizzed by. Exposed and having spoken to someone, she felt vulnerable
and frightened. An old truck crouched near the back of the darkened gas station. She
approached it, opened the door. She could stay in there. Bags of cans stinking with
stale beer rattled as she climbed in the seat. Remembering a story about a guy trapped
in a car under water, she leaned back against a bag that clattered with her weight. She
drew her legs to her chest and kicked at the window to shatter it. She kicked again,
harder. Again, she kicked. Laughing at herself, Alice opened the door and stepped
out. She started walking, faster now, almost running; she looked over her shoulder,
nobody, made a corner then threw her purse into the alley. That’s all they’d want
anyway, she said to herself. Alice didn’t know who “they” were. So far everyone in the
underworld had been so nice. She’d even met Jesus Christ. She slowed to a walk and
thought that maybe she should have held onto her purse. Trying to find her way back
to the alley, Alice got all turned around, frightened again and gave up the search.
Walking. Staring at the sidewalk in front of her feet, she noticed an empty pizza box,
a Carl’s Jr. cup, wadded paper. Yuck. She looked up at the street sign, Arkansas Street.
Her dad had grown up in Arkansas and had gone back there to die. He wouldn’t want
garbage on Arkansas Street. She bent over and picked up the pizza box first, then
every other thing that looked like trash along the block. Cigarette butts were too
small, too icky. Using the box hinge to grip the scraps, she clutched the cardboard
close to her chest, stuffed small waste in empty cups: a red straw, crumpled notepaper
and shards of shattered plastic. At the corner, she emptied her armload into a garbage
can. She crossed the street and spotted more trash, but she was tired of Arkansas
Street and kept walking.
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A spot on the sidewalk glinted at her. It looked like the fool’s gold that floated in and
out with the lake’s ripples near her family home. Her mother had called it iron pyrite
and said it came down from the hills with the snow water. That was long before the
suicide in a time that Alice feared her mother might live forever. Alice crouched down
to stare at the shiny fleck and picked at the edge of it with her fingernail. A police
car pulled up. Alice stared at the hand resting on a pistol. She didn’t hear what the
officer said. Another police car pulled in from the opposite direction and parked kittycornered on the wrong side of the street. She clung to a light pole while the officers
turned their heads away to talk.
The first officer turned back toward her. “Are you willing to come with me?”
He seemed nice enough and he didn’t have his hand on his gun anymore. “Sure.”
He opened the back door of his black and white car. The seat was cold molded plastic,
hard when she sat on it. He climbed in the front, on the other side of a wire mesh and
said, “Just don’t piss all over the back of my car.”

_*_

She wondered what would make him say that.

A tiny woman with a limp talked to her first. Then a heavy woman who was either not
too smart or didn’t care much about the information form came to ask Alice questions.
Alice commented on the big woman’s abundance of jewelry, the thick silver bracelets and
bangles and an elephant ring that covered an entire section of finger from one knuckle to
the other. “Pretty jewelry.” Hmph. The woman may have just been exhaling.
Alice waited in a lobby with couches where a pink-cheeked teenager wearing a ghost
busters sweatshirt sat across from her. The girl’s fishnets pulled against a gaping hole
right above her knee and her miniskirt fit like a loincloth. Alice smiled at the teenager.
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They talked a little. Then a man with “Security” on the back of his sweatshirt directed
Alice into a different room.
Every once in awhile, Alice thought it was time to leave. She’d get up and walk out
the door. Security came after her and yelled, “Alice!” She always came back, but was
never sure what she was waiting for. The third time Alice walked out, Security ran out
to block her path, crossed his arms like Mr. Clean and said, “Alice, don’t make me put
handcuffs on you.”
She wondered how the handcuffs would prevent her from running but she didn’t want
to find out.

_*_

Alice sat on a couch under a window and stared at the parking lot with its chain link
fence and cars, hoping, waiting for someone to come pick her up. Her brother had
spoken to her again on the phone. She wanted him to take her home. Just after full
daylight, an ambulance arrived. Watching two men wheel in a gurney, Alice felt
sorry for whoever was so sick they had to call an ambulance. A woman peeked in
the doorway and said, “Alice.” The woman asked her to climb onto the rolling bed
and a man in a uniform put a strap around her belly then covered her with a sheet.
He asked Mr. Security “Do we need restraints?” Alice couldn’t hear their whispered
conversation.
“I’ll lie perfectly still if you want.”
They left her arms free and wheeled her outside where she shut her eyes to the
brightness of the sun. Hearing two clicks, Alice felt herself lifted and rolled into the
back of an ambulance. A man with a delicate touch and a scar on his forehead pulled
crackling Velcro apart and unrolled a blood pressure cuff. She stared at him. Pointing

_*_

to her forehead, Alice said, “I have a scar, too. See? Forceps.”
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They took her into a locked place. The building could have been anywhere. She
couldn’t see forest or city. She couldn’t tell if the leaves were still turning or trees were
bare. When other inmates took a smoke break in the courtyard, Alice followed. The
courtyard was concrete and benches, but it was outside. A chubby black woman with
a springy cord and key around her wrist sat high on the picnic table, her feet on the
bench. She held a plastic shoebox on her lap. She lit and distributed cigarettes from
packs marked with different people’s names. Alice didn’t smoke; she just longed to be
outside.
Alice’s best friend came to visit. They wrapped their arms around each other and
hugged. While they talked, they sat on chairs crowded into a narrow room with stark
walls and dingy linoleum. Her friend listened carefully and looked into Alice’s face.
The man who had ridden the bike on the wharf walked by them, still wearing his
helmet. It matched his blue-ticked hospital gown. Alice pointed at him and whispered
to her friend, “That’s Jesus Christ.”

_*_

Alice returned home carrying two brown bottles with white caps and two slips of
paper for more brown bottles with white caps. She set the bottles near the kitchen sink
to remember that they needed frequent attention.
In the living room, her drawing board leaned against the couch. The clasp held a
single sheet of newsprint with her sketch of a hollow fish skeleton. She didn’t want
to look at the drawing. She did want to look at it. Staring at the renderings of each
Tarot card, she paused at the smudge where the paper was worn thin. The shadow of
the Death card whispered the desperation of those long nights, the surreal days. She
turned the paper around, clipped the pad of newsprint over the skeleton and tucked
her easel behind the couch.

_*_

Every time Alice opened her new pocket book, paper edges of prescription orders
peaked out at her, their curling corners reminding her where she had been and what
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she had done. Plagued with nausea and constipation, her hair falling out, she noticed
her pills were running out.
Alice hid her bad haircut under a baseball cap to drive into town. She wore her favorite
maroon sweatshirt with the stress holes in the pouch. One back pocket of her faded
Levi’s had almost pealed off and a tear in the rear showed a bit of skin.
Pharmacies were new territory. She hadn’t been there before. Three queues were
marked with pink signs hanging from the ceiling, “Drop Off ” “Consult” and “Pick-Up.”
Presenting the slips of paper and her health insurance card, she slid into invisibility,
saying little, making no eye contact.
“Twenty minutes,” the young woman said.
Alice gave them thirty, went to the bakery for some coffee, browsed in a bookstore and
came back.
A man waited under the sign that said “Pick-Up.” She showed him her claim check
and asked, “Are you waiting to be helped?” He said yes so she stood behind him. Her
stomach churned. She wanted to run.
A woman with a claim check like Alice’s stepped into the “Consult” line and the clerk behind
the counter helped her first. “I think I was next,” Alice pointed to the man, “after him.”
The young woman in the red pharmacy vest indicated yet another sign that was affixed to a
pole, about belly height. “This is for claim checks.”
The kid brought Alice the two brown bottles, while reading the papers wrapped around
them. She paused, wiped one hand on her vest, and looked at Alice, “The pharmacist wants
to consult with you about these.”
“I’d prefer not. My doctor already gave me information about them…and had me
sign something.”
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After getting permission from the pharmacist, the clerk relinquished the packet of
bottles and paper to Alice. Alice unrolled the paper. The first line read “Used for
mental disorders, such as schizophrenia...”
She paid for the medicines. Battling her way through the maze of displays and
counters and cashier’s lines, she escaped through the double glass doors. She thought
about how the girl responded when Alice insisted she be next. It’s because they knew

_*_

she was crazy. Who wants to upset a crazy woman?

Winter started to settle into the remote canyon where Alice lived. The bears had
ceased their foraging for the easy meal: a garbage can left out of a garage, a compost
pile, someone’s buried rubbish of rotting fish and steak bones. A resident buck had
reappeared, grazing near the well-house, twirling his tail and shaking his rack at
pestering flies.
A hard winter storm blew in winds that tugged trees and rain that slammed hard
against the side of her house. On the day the storm subsided, Alice decided to go into
town. A grocery list stuffed into her breast pocket, she planned her route, swing by
the hardware store for a burn barrel and a pitchfork, then to the post office to pick up
three days of accumulated mail.
She had reclaimed her truck from impound, the barbed wire locked facility it had
rested in, while she rested in hers. Perched high and navigating her way
out of the canyon, Alice scanned the steep road cut, red clay and scrub
growth pinching in from one side, a sheer drop on the other.
The ditch ran full of red liquid, Gaia’s blood, the same
color as Mom’s blood soaking back up through
the commercially cleaned carpet marking
where she had fallen, the gun still in
her hand. Alice shuddered and
shook off the image.
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Few people lived in the canyon and she rarely encountered another vehicle. The
ancient creek had carved a deep ravine leaving little land flat enough for that single
access lane. Everyone knew where the wide spots were. On the rare occasion when a
jeep or truck met her on the road, by the magic of some unspoken agreement, one of
them knew who needed to back up. Right of way has its own convention out there,
formed by sheer walls, the rules the land made.
Around a sharp curve, a fallen tree blocked the road. Alice tried to lift the trunk, but
couldn’t. She turned back toward home, planning, thinking through the barrier.
She’d returned to the hero’s path, the Chariot, her entry into adulthood. The tasks
were familiar, gaining consciousness, navigating the material world. The Chariot was
a good place to start again.
Dismissing the red warning stickers on her bottles of meds, Alice gassed up her chain
saw. After a dozen or so pulls, it turned over and caught, emitting a gravely whine
that surged each time she squeezed the trigger grip. The rounded tip bore into the log
with its searing kiss only making it about three-quarters of the way when the tree bent,
surrendering. The trapped saw blade bucked back at her and she muscled it down,
releasing the trigger. She had cut enough to change the angle of the tree, its leverage.
Her father’s leather gloves gripped the log’s end and she lifted and scooted it into a
ditch, then stared with satisfaction at the pile of sawdust and heaps of bark her 4X4
would step over with ease. She had cleared a downed tree on her road. So what if she
was crazy?

_*_

The following day, a fierce wind blew through the canyon, rocking stands of towering
ponderosas, Douglas firs and sugar pines as if they were stalks in a wheat field. Rain
pummeled the windows, the roof, and the side of the house. Alice heard creaking in
the rafters and decided to go outside. She had to be in the storm.
Grasping the wooden fence, she leaned out over the slope and stared into the forest on
the other side of the canyon. The rain pelted her from the side. Above the creek, water
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blew in a series of veils, one following the other, sideways like sea swells. She caught
the onslaught, not raindrops, more like spray from a furious wave crashing against
rocks. The wetness soaked through her jacket, her cap, her pant’s leg. The water’s
force held her chin down and she tilted her face sideways to let the spume hit her cheek
and her hair, drenching her.
A sudden crack like a gunshot ripped through her, shaking the earth. Her gut clenched.
Her vaginal muscles pulled tight. Several more pops in succession. She bent her knees
and snapped her focus to the direction of the sound. The skeleton of an ancient sugar
pine tumbled, crackling and splintering so loudly that it overtook the pounding of the
tempest. The massive trunk smashed a young cedar and an oak branch to the ground
under its weight, landing hard, flat, neither bouncing nor breaking.
The forest quieted. Rains tempered to a drizzle; the wind slowed. Only the tops of
the tallest pines waved. Alice stared at the body of the dead tree and beyond it into the
woods. The torrent had dropped into silence. The creek’s voice again prevailed over
the wail of whipping winds. Although she could not see it from where she stood, she
heard water tumbling around thunder rock, the granite slab she had named for its deep
voice. A single misting cloud, a robed figure like a ghost, drifted up from the canyon.
She’d seen the haze hanging over the creek before, always in different configurations.
Perhaps the apparition was the Overseer of Rock Wren Ravine surveying the fallen
trees. Or maybe she was La Llarona searching for her children, the same children who
pled for mercy at the feet of Death’s horse. The entity hovered in the canyon above the
fallen tree as if grieving for the cedar and oak pinned in splinters beneath the pine’s
weight.
Turning away from the fence, Alice stepped across rivulets and rocks around the house
to her back door. She peeled off her wet clothing down to bare skin and slipped inside.
Clean.
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ORGANIZING
CHAOS
by

Ashley Clayton

Organized chaos… that is the only way I can describe it.

It is that feeling when your heart begins to race and the voices in your head begin to
speak. To you. To her.
Remaining far enough away that they are more like faint whispers than voices.
Distracting enough to be unsettling, but not loud enough to keep you from your day.
Your day. Filled with meetings, with people. Talks of mental illness and recovery…
naturally, you do work in the mental health field. But do they know? Can they see you
are the one struggling?
The faint whispers…
They feel more like an antebellum indication – an indication that you will,
once again, be fighting with yourself, against yourself, and for yourself.
The delicate dance between composure and chaos continues.
And then, it becomes quiet.
In the solitude of your office, there is a kind of truce—armistice.
The chaos becomes more organized. Organizing chaos has become your life, your way
of functioning. Oscillating between antebellum and armistice, every day—perhaps this
is your recovery.
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BADASS GIRAFFES by

Noelle Tweedie
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Timothy Joseph & Marilyn de Guehery

PLACE & PERCEPTION
by

52

“Lots of people take their view at the far left or far right to be true and good - but I try to come
into the center and then move higher from there, seeing it all from above.” -Timothy Joseph
This piece is a reflection on how people perceive truth through personal experience.
In a profound experience of truth, we can become trapped, not noticing our fixed
position, and believing our place of perception gives us complete understanding.
Photographing one physical item (in this case, a door handle and some glass bottles)
from distinct perspectives demonstrates that one concrete object can produce
surprising and dissimilar views. Some views (as with the items aligned), although
accurate, can even produce somewhat illusionary perceptions.
No single perspective gives full understanding. Transcendence is possible by perceiving
from many places.
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THE BARGAIN
by
I’ll pay you back
they say, and usually, they do. They’re
secretaries, file clerks, scraping by
on not enough. Then they hit a bump.
The car broke down, boyfriend left,
the landlord’s threatening eviction.
How do they know you’ll listen,
what secret signals your permission
for them to hover at your office door
until you look up, see a lower lip
trembling? You say, Come in, Sit down,
listen to their version of the truth.
They know you’ve got the cash,
but others down the hall do too.
They know, without knowing, that
it’s the price you pay for having lived,
when others didn’t make it back. You’re lucky,
like the girls the others planned to marry,
the ones who wrote them daily,
thinking it would help.
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THE SPACE BETWEEN by
58

Tracie Cheng

THE CLOUDS
LOOKED ON
written by

Charles Barber Moe Armstrong
as told by

In 1962, I left Illinois to join the military. I volunteered to become a Medical Corpsman
- a Medic - with the Marines. This is where I got my nickname “Doc.” I was
accepted in First Reconnaissance Battalion. I was stationed in California and then was
transferred to Third Reconnaissance Battalion in Okinawa. I was able to swim long
distances and spend time on the beach running practice combat patrols.
I got my orders to be shipped to Okinawa in 1965. The plane to Okinawa was a lonely,
dark, overnight flight. I remember waking up, falling asleep, and waking up, falling
asleep, waking up again. Some of the people were soldiers, and some were civilian
workers for the military bases in Okinawa. We were all headed for the Far East.
We landed and I was transferred to a Marine Corps camp at a remote part of the island
of Okinawa. There were no towns on the outside of the base, and there was no place to
go. I didn’t mind that, because I brought my books, my records and my writings with
me. So on the weekends, I stayed on the base and listened to the Paul Butterfield Blues
Band and Bob Dylan records that I brought with me from the states. I listened to
music and wrote poems, novels and plays. The life that I had known in the Midwest no
longer appealed to me. I had grown up thinking about playing football at a University.
Football had been pretty much the whole scope of my world. Now I enjoyed reading,
writing and all kinds of music.
Of course, Vietnam was out there raging. I wanted to go fight. I wanted to defend
America and kill Communists. That’s the way I was brought up, in a Republican
family whose politics were somewhere between Eisenhower and Goldwater. I thought
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that going to Vietnam and fighting would make me a new person. I would grow up. I
believed that military service and the war would temper my hyperactive mind. I would
settle down and be ready to learn and grow. I would go to college. I wanted to be an
officer in the Marine Corps. I didn’t know then that the war would turn everything
upside-down. I would lose friends. I would lose contact with everyone who I had
known. I would spend the rest of my life wondering what happened to the people who
I knew from my time in the military.
When we arrived on the beaches of Vietnam, we were greeted like war heroes. There
were tons of kids waiting for us, and the gave us bottles of green beer. We drank it on
the beach. It was great. We were like: “How come America can’t be like this? This
is great.” We’re going to love it here. We didn’t realize that the beer was filled with
ground up glass. Some soldiers died afterward. That was my welcome to Vietnam.
Soon enough I was in combat. During the summer of 1965 we had been going out on
patrols and engaging the Vietcong in light skirmishes. They would ambush us. We
would ambush them. But there had been no real major conflicts. We had only been
involved in ambushes where we didn’t see them. We would shoot at them. We would
hear them. They had wounded several of our people with booby traps. We hadn’t
really seen them up close, yet. But the Vietcong kept chipping away at us on patrol,
a casualty here, a casualty there. At that time there were casualties in my battalion the Third Recon Battalion - about every two weeks. I was sad because many of the
people who I knew would end up being wounded and I would have to care for them.
The wounds were mainly from pieces of shrapnel which were embedded up and down
a person’s leg. I was sad to see their suffering and pain from being wounded. I would
just about get over my sadness from one casualty and then another one would happen.
Gradually our unit was dwindling. We weren’t supposed to be getting more people
into the Recon unit but we had to do something. Where once many people had wanted
to be in Recon and we had special admission tests for our unit, now there were no
people interested in coming to Recon. We took anyone who wanted to be with us.
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After running our patrols, we were sometimes taken on special liberty to Da Nang.
Loaded up in giant transportation trucks, we were driven to town. We preceded to
get drunk, eat a lot of ice cream and visit houses of prostitution. There was a small
village outside the base, which was nicknamed “Dogpatch,” Everybody was selling the
Marines something. We had money to spend and we wanted to spend it before we
died. Dogpatch became a boomtown selling beer, food and love. It was filled with
prostitutes. You could buy anything, and I did.
Thirteen months of combat duty seemed like a long time. I was never rotated out. I
kept going on patrol after patrol. Because there was shortage of medical corpsman,
I was never given Rest and Relaxation to Bangkok or Hong Kong like the other
soldiers. I could never say no to the requests for me to go on patrol. I had worked hard
my whole life and couldn’t say no to any job. I just stayed with the unit and pulled
wounded people out of fire fights, cleaned my weapon and went back out on patrol.
I had now lost my enthusiasm to fight Communism. I came to Vietnam thinking I
was going to make the country safe for democracy. Now, I just wanted to make the
country safe so I could get back home. Now I didn’t care who we killed. They were
all Vietcong. The whole place was dangerous. I had grown to hate the war. I had this
realization about the war and my role in Vietnam. My politics had changed. The war
no longer made sense to me. My mental and emotional condition had also changed. I
was jumpy, nervous, filled with anxiety and broken hearted with depression.
There was one moment that did it. We were in a firefight. A couple of the enemy
the Vietcong were badly wounded. As a medic, it was my job, under the rules of the
Geneva convention, to help the wounded too. We waited for a helicopter to come get
the wounded enemy soldiers. It was taking forever. There was still fighting around
me. It must have been 110 degrees in the jungle. The captain said: “Oh, just leave
them. They’re just Vietnamese.”
I’d been breaking down for months but that was the moment that did it. Objects and
people became luminescent surrounded by light. The faces of the guys I served with
seemed hyper magnified. I could see the pores in their skin on their faces. It was like
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I could watch their skin breathe. I was so hypervigilant that people and plants seemed
to come alive in a way that I have never experienced since. Where before this moment,
I had been courageous. I was now frightened, terrified. I didn’t know what to do. I
didn’t know who to tell.
I knew something was wrong. I saw the psychologist and told him that I couldn’t kill
anymore, and I felt bad about what I had done in Vietnam. I had said, “We are just
killing poor farmers who don’t have a cent to their name.” I started sobbing and said,
“I can’t go on like this.” He looked at me and said, “You’ve seen too much war.” I was
filled with thoughts but I couldn’t say a thing.
The next day they put me on an airplane and flew me out of Vietnam. I had been
evacuated within 24 hours. I had been sent out of Vietnam quicker than some people who
had multiple physical wounds. I was very broken down psychiatrically and physically.
What happens when the Medical Corpsman becomes ill? What happens when the Doc
becomes wounded? Who takes care of the Doc?
If I felt bad in Vietnam I really began to feel bad now. They evacuated me to the Air
Force base outside Manila. I was broken, mentally ill, drugged out on psych meds.
I kept on hearing a weird rushing sound. It sounded like the wind. Or, I thought
that people were moving with shuffling feet around me but I couldn’t see them. So I
became more jumpy from thinking people were coming up around me and behind me.
But when I would turn to look at them there would be no one there. After a few days
in hospital, I was sent back on an airplane to California. We got to California in the
evening. We were put on a bus and driven to the Oakland Navy Hospital. I felt like a
fifty-year-old man. All I had seen was death and destruction, my friends wounded or
shot, my own life broken, my hopes of a career in the military smashed. I didn’t know
what to do or who to turn to.
That was actually the worst time of all. I was grief stricken, broken down and crying
three or four times a day. I was suicidal, wanting to kill myself like I had killed others
in Vietnam. Hearing these strange sounds of whispering, shuffling, people who didn’t
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exist. I was too paranoid to talk to anybody about what I was experiencing. I was
unable to talk at all. I didn’t know what to do. I didn’t know who to turn to.
At the mental hospital, there was involuntary electroshock and people would be
dragged down the hall with attendants holding on to them on either side. They
would be begging not to get zapped by electroshock. Afterwards they would waddle
out of the back room completely docile, drooling spit and almost unable to talk. The
conclusion I drew from this was that this was a dangerous place and that these people
running it must have been violent people. This was worse than Vietnam. In Vietnam,
I could shoot my way out or somebody else could blast me out. In this mental hospital
I had to learn quickly how to navigate through staff hostility and live with my own
mental illness.
One day the doctor came up and said, “I hear you write poems and draw pictures. I’d
like to see some of your poetry.” I gave him some of my poems, he looked at them, and
the next day I was on a locked ward. The day I got to the locked ward I met another
patient. I put my extra pajamas in the bedside locker and sat down at the table. The
patient came up to me and sat down. He said, “This is all a big mistake, I don’t belong
here.” I said, “I feel the same way.”
This is a huge mistake, I’m not mentally ill, and I don’t belong in this hospital.” I said,
“I feel the same way.” We started going to groups and I understood that saying the
right things in groups like “I’m feeling better” might get me out of the hospital sooner.
But I wasn’t feeling better. But eventually they let me out sometimes and I would go to
Berkeley, the center of the burgeoning counter culture.
On day passes from the hospital, we went to Berkeley and walked around. I met some
people from the street at a café. I told them that I was back from the war and was
now in the mental hospital. They said to me, “Man, there’s a revolution happening
here, and we want you to be a part of it.” I felt important. I was no longer a mental
patient who nobody wanted. I could soon be a revolutionary, an important part of the
movement. But really. I was a nervous wreck, anxious, worried all the time, couldn’t
sleep for more than a couple of hours and was heavily sedated. I just felt that I was glad
to be alive after Vietnam. I didn’t want any more war or conflict.
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I started hanging out at dance halls and clubs like the Fillmore. I got to be known as
one of the wildest guys at the dance halls. People kept saying, “Yeah man, he’s for real.
He’s really crazy; he’s still in the nuthouse.” So I would hang out before the shows and
meet people, and I would hang out after the shows and meet people. The dancing
made me feel better, and less lethargic from the Stelazine. It was the most therapeutic
thing I’d experienced in a while.
Back in the hospital, I told my therapy group that I had met many nice people in
San Francisco and when I got out I wanted to write poems and become a beatnik.
The doctor looked at me and said, “Were going to have to keep you here for longer
observation.” Time wore on. The next time they asked what I was going to do I said, “I
want to get out and work at the post office.” This time, I was discharged within a week.
But, now released, I was determined that I would become a saint. I saw myself as the
incarnation of Saint Francis. You see, I had become enlightened while in the hospital.
I realized who I was through group therapy. The medications made me calm and
now I was a saint. I walked like a saint and even got myself a little housecoat to wear
around town since there were no saint robes available. I got on an airplane to let my
mom and dad know that I was back from the war and out of the hospital and a new
guy. I explained to them that I was a saint, Saint Francis. But I was also a very drunk
saint. I started drinking on the airplane, celebrating my exit from the war and my
release from the psychiatric hospital.
Then I went back to San Francisco to become a saint. Because I had just been
discharged from military service I had some unemployment money. I was able to
pay the rent and buy the food, but I was worried because my mental illness hadn’t
gone away. I was racked by sleeplessness, and kept thinking that people were in my
apartment in the middle of the night, people who were talking and moving around.
I started to develop a habit of drinking and passing out at night so I could get some
sleep. Since I didn’t have enough money for liquor I had learned to get spare change
from people on the streets so I could buy more booze. I had an apartment but no job.
Then a friend of my friend, Stella Levy, came to live at my place. His name was Neal
Cassady. He was the person who traveled with Jack Kerouac and who Jack wrote about
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in the book “On the Road.” But these days he would just be described as someone
with Bipolar Disorder. Neal said to me, “So, you’ve been to Vietnam. You need to take
more drugs. If you want to live high, you got to get high.” He said, “Your problem is
that you haven’t been high enough!” So I started taking LSD every day around Neal.
He assured me that he didn’t want any LSD. He took only speed. And also almost
every one or two hours he would go around San Francisco, find somebody, and talk
them out of some pot. He knew everybody. I got to know everyone in the scene.
Neal and I found a guy who was strung out on heroin and had a Volkswagen van. Neal
would drive the van around with the guy shooting up and passing out. I would be
sitting between them. Neal would drive around town talking a mile a minute, making
up stories, telling biographies of jazz musicians and recounting the history of the
whole of hip culture.
Neal had everything right at the top of his head. He was able to talk for days. He
had been everywhere and seen everybody. He had a life of constant exploration and
motion. Externally, he looked like a cowboy from the west. Internally he was a walking
encyclopedia of literature and history. The books that I was reading, “Howl” by Alan
Ginsberg, and “Coney Island of the Mind” by Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and “Mexico City
Blues” by Jack Kerouac, were books that Neal had lived.
Some of them were books that were written about Neal. He had heard the clicking of
the keys while the authors wrote their books. He had been in the room, talking over
their shoulder, guiding them while they wrote. He had also been so frantic that he had
spent years on the streets and in cars, living and driving in America.
He was able to drive a car through San Francisco and never hit a red light. There wasn’t
a person who he didn’t know. He would drive up to 710 Ashbury Street and introduce
me to Jerry Garcia. He would spend hours at the home of Gavin Arthur and talk about
astrology. There wasn’t a person or a subject that he didn’t know about. He said that
he liked to dress like a cowboy because he had been busted once for three joints and
never wanted to go back to prison. He would stay up all night sometimes and walk
around the apartment and talk to himself.
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He was too afraid to go out on the streets. When he was that wired and it was too late
at night - he was afraid that he would be busted again and sent to prison. He wanted
to avoid prison at all cost. Finally our Volkswagen van broke down and we had to find
a new car. It was just before the New Year’s, 1967.
We hooked up with some college kids. I had met them on the streets. They wanted to
stay at my place. I said, “You can stay at my place, but we need to use your car to get
around town.” They said, “O.K.” I said, “There’s one other thing. The guy who is my
roommate loves to drive and he is the one who will be driving your car.” They said,
“Well, that’s O.K. with us.” They gave the keys to Neal, we jumped into the car and we
drove back and forth over the Bay Bridge, Neal talking a mile a minute.
We went to one party that was at a house of the rock band “Loading Zone.” We got
to the house and as we drove up a guy fell out of a tree that was in front of the house.
He was high up so he splattered out on the sidewalk. A crowd gathered around him.
They were going to call for help. Neal said, “Bad vibes.” We jumped back in the car
and drove around some more. Then the guys from Redding said “we want to go hear
the Grateful Dead and the Jefferson Airplane at the Fillmore.” Neal said “They won’t
let me in the Fillmore.” They made a big deal about going to the dance and gave me
and Neal tickets. We went to the Fillmore and they wouldn’t let Neal in the door. Neal
said, “Let’s go to La Honda and we can celebrate New Year’s Eve with Ken Kesey. The
guys were tired and they couldn’t keep up the pace with Neal. He went back to the car,
told me to go inside and contact the famous rock promoter Bill Graham or Jerry Garcia
of the Grateful Dead. They would get him into the concert.
It took me a while to get the attention of Bill Graham. He had known me from spare
changing out in front of his dancehalls and going to shows. I was what was known as
“a regular.” I went up to him and said, “Neal Cassady’s outside in the car, can you help
to get him in?” He started yelling at me, “Neal Cassady, Neal Cassady. I’ve known this
guy for years. Neal Cassady has that silver hammer. He’s a hazard; he’s a danger. He’s
not coming in here tonight.”
So I went up front to watch the show. When the musicians were finished with their
set, Jerry Garcia got off stage and I said, “Neal Cassady is in the car and he wants to
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come in to see the show.” Jerry got all nervous and said, “Neal Cassady! I can’t get him
in here, it’s impossible. He’ll never get past the security guards. Don’t ask me to bring
Neal Cassady into the Fillmore.” Discouraged I went back out to the car and found
Neal. I told him I couldn’t get him into the concert that night but that they were going
to have breakfast in an hour and I would come back with some food. Before dawn Bill
Graham and his staff served up breakfast. I got Neal a plate of breakfast and took it
to the car. The guys from Redding, myself and Neal all took off and went back to my
place to crash for a few hours. When we woke up, Neal said, “That was it. I’ve had it
with San Francisco. I’m going down to Santa Cruz and live at Kesey’s place.”
The Redding guys had purchased some LSD. Neal talked them out of 20 hits of it. We
drove down to the Golden Gate. Janice Joplin and Big Brother were playing in the
panhandle of the park. Neal took the acid, met the Hells Angels and left that afternoon
with them for Santa Cruz. I never saw Neal again. He died sometime in the spring in
Mexico.
After coming down from the LSD I went back to my apartment and thought that I
needed to understand America and Americans. Who were these people that wanted
me to fight in Vietnam? What was this country really like? I had nearly lost my life
for America, and I had lost my sanity. Yet, I didn’t know America.” In my mind, it
was all very clear. I had to go find America. That was the next thing I had to do. So I
hitchhiked across the country.
I ended up Connecticut. I was living a pretty clean life but I was starting to fall apart.
I was starting to cry again. I was starting to feel totally alone again and I didn’t know
what to do. One night when I couldn’t sleep I started walking around. I hitchhiked
and took a bus to New Haven, Connecticut.
At the first light of dawn I found my way to the Veteran’s Administration Hospital.
I was crying and sad. I couldn’t stop crying. I felt like I would never be able to work
again. I’ll never be able to be my old self again. I wanted to just check into the VA
mental hospital, I was totally broken. I got there early in the morning. Nobody wanted
to see me. They told me to come back later in the day. They told me that they had no
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records of me, as I had not yet applied for Veteran’s benefits. I would need to prepare
for that process before I could get services.
Crying, lonely and suicidal, I went back to San Francisco. The San Francisco scene
had become flooded with people. Everyday Volkswagen buses and Volkswagen Beetles
with hippies from all across the country were leaving their towns and coming to San
Francisco. There were so many new faces, so many new people. Once we had known
everyone, now the city was filled with people who we didn’t know.
In August a newspaper came out called the “San Francisco Oracle.” They ran an
article about me as a Vietnam Veteran. I had also done a radio show on KPFA about
my experiences and my misgivings about Vietnam. I had read some of my anti-war
poetry at peace marches around Berkeley, but I wasn’t able to maintain any political
involvement. I was struggling to keep myself sane. I was debating whether drugs were
hurting or helping me. I was trying to keep constant in my meditation practice. I was
struggling with my stability.
It occurred to me that there were three paths that I could follow. One was the political
path. I had grown disenchanted by the anti-war movement. They kept talking
about veterans like we were animals, not smart enough to understand the war in
Vietnam. I had, too, my own psychiatric condition that got worse the more I dwelled
on anything to do with Vietnam and that got better when I just kept putting more
experience between myself and my time in Vietnam. The second path was Buddhism
and meditation. I was too jumpy and nervous to be allowed in the meditation room.
The other people at the Buddhist center seemed to have a gracefulness that I lacked. I
was loud and noisy and didn’t seem to fit into their quiet world. The third path was
rock and roll and taking drugs. I wore blue jeans instead of velvet. I had denim shirts
instead of paisley. I listened to the Carter family instead of Pink Floyd. I didn’t fit here
either. I decided I’d just take drugs. I was alienated from all groups.
The “Human Be-in” happened. All of us were high. We came out in the Golden
Gate Park and saw all the people. It seemed like a whole new nation was being born.
People with flowers and shawls sweeping through the park, feeding each other, taking
care of each other. We danced to the music. We heard the poets talk about the new
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generation’ and we went home thinking that we were part of something big. For the
next few months I was all over San Francisco, selling barbiturates and taking drugs.
San Francisco in June, 1967 was called “The Summer of Love.” But it wasn’t so loving
for me. Most of the people I knew could no longer get marijuana or LSD. They ended
up taking heroin. People were strung out and dying. It had gone from “turn on, tune
in and drop out” to just “drop dead.” People went from being beautiful people with
flowers to angry people with clubs and guns.
I took off hitchhiking for New Mexico. I ended up in the mountains watching a dance
by Pueblo dancers. When the Santa Domingo Pueblo dancers emerge from the kiva
they form lines with pine boughs and shake and move in a way that looked like the
earth was moving. They seemed to be able to duplicate the actual vibrations of the
earth. There were no tourists, just the Pueblo people. While they danced a small dust
devil stayed at the end of the plaza. It was like a spirit was overlooking these aged
dancers and enjoying their time together. The singing sounded like it came from deep
within the earth. I had never heard music like this before. Voice, drum and rattles.
I cried many times as this realization became so great. I felt very small and knew that I
was just a temporary blip on the screen of life. There was so much before me, so many
people, so much history, so much personal history, so many stories and so many songs.
We left the pueblo after the dances and went back up North.
I stopped taking drugs. The same mountains of New Mexico that gave me peace of
mind also where able to give me the space to be away from people who used drugs and
drank booze. There is a gentleness with nature. My mind was in such torment that
this gentleness gave me peace. I couldn’t have internal peace. I could have external
peace. There was a giant mesa up above El Rito called La Jara Mesa. Every day I would
find a different path. I would walk along the ridge lines. I would dance with my arms
wide open among the trees. I would sing songs to birds, plants and animals. Tears of
joy came to my eyes.
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I wasn’t through with mental illness. But I could at least find out that my life was
enjoyable. I danced and sang with the wind.
The clouds looked on.

_*_

Editor’s Note: Moe Armstrong, after many relapses, became sober and drug-free in the
1980s. He went on to receive a Bachelor’s degree and two Master’s degrees and founded the
organization Vet to Vet, a consumer/provider partnership program that utilizes veterans in
recovery in a peer-counseling capacity to help other veterans. Vet to Vet is administered by
veterans who themselves have been consumers of VA mental-health services. For valor in
Vietnam, he was awarded the Navy Commendation Medal, Navy Good Conduct Medal,
the National Defense Service Medal, the Vietnam Service Medal (With 2 Bronze Stars),
the Presidential Unit Citation Ribbon, the Navy Unit Commendation Ribbon, the Combat
Action Ribbon. In 2010, he received a Lifetime Achievement Award for his leadership and
contributions to the behavioral health recovery movement by the federal Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration.
Moe Armstrong has worked as a mental health professional in the hospitals in New Haven
and San Francisco where he was a patient and a rejected patient as described in this article.
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THIS TOO SHALL PASS by
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LOOKING FOR
THE LOST
by
When I lose my mind, I never look for it,
but go on about my business.

Bonnie Schell

This morning I lost my tiny Solingen sharps. The scissors went missing. I got them for
embroidery, but I need them now to trim my bangs. In the kitchen I go through the
utensil drawers. The important thing is not to look first in the obvious place where the
lost thing must be, because if it is not there, the rampage begins in the heart to covet
one’s own possessions.
I search in the postage stamp basket and in the last place I cut someone’s head from
a photograph. In the sewing machine box, there are embroidery and hemming
attachments for projects I haven’t done yet, but not my brown-handled little sharp
scissors. I want my scissors.
There are shoe boxes and large mason jars above the washer and dryer. I have to go
through them all, the things saved - because I don’t know exactly why I saved them.
I wash my face and with dental floss wedged between my tight bottom teeth, the
ends hanging out, I am forced to open the bathroom cabinet and take out BandAids, thermometers, stomach remedies. Not my brown handled little scissors. I want
my scissors.		
I can’t watch TV for searching the room with inventorying eyes.
Oh I’ve given advice to others on how to find the misplaced. “Stop looking. Go
about your regular routine and the thing will find you.” This axiom is based on a life
of looking to no avail, without patience. I cannot follow it. I go about my business
distracted, not listening to the phone callers, all along adding to my grief list: lost
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receipts, business cards with important notes penned on the back, cousins’ names I
have to remember if there ever is a reunion, one earring to the only pair I liked, project
plans I know I put in a used file folder with an old label.
I can’t get the lost thing out of my mind. A dream embeds images that wake me to
fumble for a flashlight and to look in yet another place.
I want my scissors. Forget my bangs. I need to pick out stitches in the darts to the only
jeans that almost fit.
I could call and see if friends want to borrow my little scissors. For them my possession
might manifest. My body I can always count on to keep its flaws. Calluses, moles, odd
hairs; Age spots at the hair line never disappear. If all my possessions were like my
cataract implant, I could find what is mine with soap in my eyes, the way my tongue
can go straight to a rough-edged filling, unable to leave it alone.
I’m throwing magazines and catalogs away, pitching two years of rubber bands
collected off the daily paper, along with dusty gem clips, and caps to pens not matching
my pens anymore.
My bedraggled bangs still hang over my brows. I could call a hair cutter but I lost the
salon’s card. I want my scissors.
I tell you this:
Those preachers who explained parables to me were wrong. When Jesus said the
shepherd who sees the black sheep missing goes over hill and dale searching for the
lost one, it is not because that black sinful, wandering sheep is worth more than the
faithful beige ones or some sentimentality about the blessed worth of renegades. No.
The good shepherd cannot help himself. He must leave everything to go after the one
lost sheep. Even God is obsessive.
But now, now I can’t find my cellular phone. If I needed to leave a message on where I
am, I can’t. People might come home and not be able to find me. And I know full well
they wouldn’t look in the most obvious place first.
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Peta Niehuus

FINDING OUR LIGHT
by

Anjuli M. Gundrum

Henry Ellis wrote, “All the art of living lies in a fine mingling of letting go and holding
on.” Perhaps the journey of recovery is simply that. Discovering how to let go of the

threads that bind us to the burdens we so fiercely carry and to hold on to the things
that truly bring us joy. The most valuable lesson I have learned, is that the greatest gift
we can give ourselves is our truth; whatever that may be.
I spent so many years in pain, trying to come to terms with a life that was mine to live
but not one I always recognized. From the very beginning, I followed a path all my
own. A beginning scattered across continents, the loss and gain of family and standins, and pivotal moves that came swiftly and unexpectedly; all before I was old enough
to drive. It took me from the heart of New Delhi where I spent my first year in an
orphanage, across an ocean where I was adopted by a woman who loved me more than
I will ever be able to do justice here. And I loved her back. But few things last forever,
and the precious time I had with her ended three years later, when she died after a
fierce battle with cancer. I was off again, on another adventure, shifting homes again,
and then years later to yet another, both loving and challenging in their respective
ways, all the while trying desperately to get my bearings. Somewhere in there I started
to fall apart. I took no pleasure in things that once made me happy. I realized I couldn’t
pick the beautiful days of sunshine and love without the dark ones. Not absentminded
dark, like locking my keys in the car, losing my sunglasses, or burning dinner because
I went to change the laundry and forgot to set a timer. Swallowing, consuming dark
that threatened to pull me under and made me forget who I was. Those days when
even getting out of bed was panic-provoking because instead of just lost sunglasses,
my mind was playing tricks on me, my heart was withholding love and even my
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soul seemed to have deserted me. Those were the days of soul crushing insecurity. I
remember not being happy-not being able to remember the last time I truly saw the
sunlight. I made choices that I still live with today; some less than gentle reminders
of where I’ve been. I wasn’t kind to myself; to my mind or body or heart. I’m not sure
there was a single year in over a decade that I wasn’t in therapy of some form, trying
to discover just where exactly things had gone wrong. Perhaps it really was being
adopted. Maybe it was my mother dying at such a young age. It may have been all
the moving around. I didn’t know. I only knew I wasn’t done. So I kept moving. I
got (reluctantly) engaged and then (not-so-reluctantly) unengaged. I moved half way
across the country to get space and clarity and discovered that I wasn’t going to find it
there. So I moved back and settled for awhile, still searching for something to fill this
space in my heart. And in between all that I fell in love and out of love. I traveled to
Europe, scribbled in journals and tried to untangle the difference between truth and
perception from the pieces I was finding. I read every book I thought might contain
an answer, a magic formula-anything. And finally it started to dawn on me. So many
things I had been hearing and reading and seeing for so long were finally sinking in.
I was the only one with the answers. That doesn’t sound like much of a revelation,
but it turned my world upside down again. All the painful feelings? I had to live them
and breathe them and let them become whatever they needed to be and then breathe
through them as they dissolved into something else. And the truth is that it’s hard. It’s
always painful to acknowledge the old wounds that I guard so fiercely. They may not
be comfortable, but I know them. And being comfortable is the easiest trap to be caught
in. Sometimes I think I’m afraid of who I would be without these stories to tell. But
releasing them doesn’t mean that I forget them. It means I’m making new nurturing
space for fresh stories-stories that I choose and design myself. If I am capable of creating
my own darkness then I am equally capable of creating my own light. There is no
guarantee that there won’t be difficult days. There will still be days when the puzzled
child, struggling teenager or resentful adult still finds her way into the new routines.
And perhaps I’ll learn how to help her and perhaps I won’t. But seeing what I’ve
become so far? Complete and utter amazement. And gratitude. So much gratitude.So
this is my truth as I am discovering it now. I know that there is more beauty and light
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waiting for me. If I am willing to do the work to discover and conquer what I fear
most, perhaps I will find the pieces I am seeking. I will be grateful for all the gifts
I’ve been given, no matter how strangely, beautifully, painfully wrapped. When I find
things that make me happy, I breathe deeply. I inhale all the goodness I can and find
my courage. It’s there. It’s waiting. If this life is anything, it is a lesson in forgiveness
and love, and who deserves anything less? Everything I have already accomplished, the
fires I’ve already braved and survived to become a more beautiful version of myself?
That is my truth.
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IT TAKES A
VILLAGE
by

Denise Minnerly

Where we live is fundamental to human identity and
well being. Schools, shelters, churches, institutional
residences and urban and suburban neighborhoods
express the ways in which the social and economic
ideas of home combine. The participation of each
individual is essential to the creation of a community.
“It Takes a Village” is an interactive project that
asks each person to imagine the concept and reality
of “home”. Creating a home out of clay invites the
participant into a collaborative endeavor that will be
used to illustrate community and individual identity.
Vines, roots and plants from Connecticut will further
emphasize how communities are bound collectively,
by people and the homes they live in. The installation
will bring people of Connecticut. together in
collaboration to express their personal and universal
aspirations. The actual installation will include all
the houses created by those in different groups and
settings within our community. Empowering the
residents of homeless shelters, hospitals, institutions,
fairs and parties are of particular relevance given the
recent economic and storm events in our state.
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SAVORING
by

84

Lauren Camp

I arrived at her house with absence

paper towels. The dark-haired woman

and sadness, pliant with fear. Stood

smiled loosely and I listened –

beside avocadoes and Doc’s

to her, instead of my maelstrom

special chicken, cold on a plate,

of worry. Everything I needed was seeped

as she pulled circles of dough outward

in phrases about menus and tables

and flipped them to bows,

and long loaves of bread. All that happened

making something called taiglech,

was cooking, the room so alive

which she dropped like bullets into hot-

with acts of alchemical desire,

bubbled honey. Nearly midnight,

where dark didn’t froth. In that place,

she let me be tired, but I stirred

that October, where I tasted sweet

and she whisked until we were trading

with my dad’s new lover, where she

in syrup, our hands sticky and gesturing

tempted me back to my assertive sense

above boiled nectar. We shaped

by asking nothing, where she let me retreat

conversation in the noise of particulars,

and consume both the ginger and honey,

the complexion of night, and grease-

and kept me away from the burn

ripe pleasures left to dry on white

while extending the sugar.

SECOND HALF

by

Noelle Tweedie
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